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The Universal Tree of Life

Figure: Universal phylogenetic tree determined from rRNA sequence
comparisons [Woese, 1987]. In Procaryotic kingdoms,
hyperthermophilic species are the first to diverge
[Gribaldo and Brochier-Armanet, 2006], [Gaucher et al., 2003].



Hyperthermophilic Ancestors of Bacteria

Figure: In silico inference of the EFtu of the bacterial ancestor, in
vitro thermostability analysis [Gaucher et al., 2003].



Prokaryotic Ancestors Were Thermophilic:

Most Likely also Was LUCA

Figure: An intuitive algorithm for inferring the evolution of cellular
growth temperatures [Lineweaver and Schwartzman, 2004].



Molecular Thermometers

Figure: Procaryotic G+C contents in rRNA stems are correlated to
the species optimal growth temperatures (OGT)
[Galtier and Lobry, 1997].



Molecular Thermometers

Figure: Procaryotic protein content in amino acids IVYWREL are
correlated to the species optimal growth temperatures (OGT)
[Zeldovich et al., 2007].



Inferring Ancestral OGTs using Molecular

Thermometers

Figure: Inferred G+C contents of LUCA’s rRNA SSU and LSU are
incompatible with a thermophilic lifestyle [Galtier et al., 1999].
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Similar Subsequent Estimates

◮ Amino acid: LUCA was a hyperthermophilic organism
[DiGiulio, 2003], [Brooks et al., 2004].

◮ rRNA: LUCA was a non hyperthermophilic organism
[Boussau and Gouy, 2006],
[Gowri-Shankar and Rattray, 2007].

Do these estimations depend on analysed molecules ?

What probabilistic assumption were made ?

◮ Homogeneous model of sequence evolution [DiGiulio, 2003],
[Brooks et al., 2004].

◮ Non-homogeneous model of sequence evolution
[Galtier and Gouy, 1998], [Boussau and Gouy, 2006],
[Gowri-Shankar and Rattray, 2007].
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In this Work

For the first time in the debate about the early OGT evolution:

◮ We are able to draw conclusions from non-homogeneous
analysis of amino acid sequences.

◮ We infer OGTs for all nodes of the universal cellular tree of
life, using both RNA and amino acid sequences.

◮ Our data:
◮ Concatenation of 16S and 23S rRNA sequences for 456

species, 1043 stem positions,
◮ Concatenation of 56 proteins for 115 species, 3336 nearly

ungaped positions.

◮ Our models:
◮ A non-homogeneous ML model defining branchwise G+C

frequencies [Boussau and Gouy, 2006],
◮ A site- and time heterogeneous Bayesian model of amino

acid replacement [Blanquart and Lartillot, 2008].
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The Amino Acid Replacement Model

◮ The standard GTR+Γ model is quantitatively
(substitution rates) site- (model RAS) and time- (branch
length) heterogeneous.

◮ It is “single matrix”, and thus qualitatively (replacement
probabilities) site- and time- homogeneous.
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The Amino Acid Replacement Model

◮ CAT is qualitatively site- heterogeneous
[Lartillot and Philippe, 2004],

◮ BP is time- heterogeneous [Blanquart and Lartillot, 2006],
◮ CAT+BP is site- and time- heterogeneous

[Blanquart and Lartillot, 2008].



Results under the Bacterial Rooting Hypothesis

Figure: With rRNA sequences, LUCA is estimated as non
thermophilic, in agreement with [Galtier et al., 1999]. Bacterial and
Archeal ancestors are inferred as hyperthermophilic, in agreement
with [Gribaldo and Brochier-Armanet, 2006] and
[Gaucher et al., 2003].



Results under the Bacterial Rooting Hypothesis

Figure: With protein sequences, LUCA is estimated as non
thermophilic, in agreement with [Galtier et al., 1999]. Bacterial and
Archeal ancestors are inferred as hyperthermophilic, in agreement
with [Gribaldo and Brochier-Armanet, 2006] and
[Gaucher et al., 2003].



Results under the Bacterial Rooting Hypothesis

Figure: Convergence to thermophilic way of life from a mesophilic
LUCA inferred from amino acid sequences under non homogeneous
conditions.



Dependency to the Homogeneity Assumption

Figure: Dependency of the OGTs to the phylogenetic model. A:
GTR, B: CAT [Lartillot and Philippe, 2004], C: CAT+BP
[Blanquart and Lartillot, 2008] (A and B, time homogeneous, C, time
heterogeneous).



Dependency to the Homogeneity Assumption

Time Homogeneous Time Heterogeneous

rRNA

Model pL>B pL>AE Model pL>B pL>AE

GTR 0.24 0.11 GG 0.025 0.000
Brooks 0.9 1 YR 0.18 0.01

BP 0.027 0.000

Protein
Model pL>B pL>AE Model pL>B pL>AE

GTR 0.022 0.344 CAT+BP 0.000 0.000
Brooks 0.933 0.983 CAT+YR 0.000 0.000
CAT 0.008 0.166

Table: Results significativity. pL>∗ Pvalue for LUCA growth
temperature to be greater than that of its direct descendant, “B”
Bacteria ancestor, “AE” Archea Eukaryota ancestor. Models: Brooks
[Brooks et al., 2004], GG [Boussau and Gouy, 2006], YR
[Yang and Roberts, 1995], CAT [Lartillot and Philippe, 2004], BP
[Blanquart and Lartillot, 2006], CAT+BP
[Blanquart and Lartillot, 2006].



Dependency to Taxon Sampling

Figure: Amino acid dataset under non homogeneous conditions
[Blanquart and Lartillot, 2008], A: mesophilic amino acid dataset, B:
complete dataset, C: thermophilic dataset.



The Rooting of the Tree of Life

Figure: Different points of view on the location of the root of the tree
of life [Zhaxybayeva et al., 2005].



The Rooting of the Tree of Life

Figure: Non homogeneous amino analysis according to rooting, A:
Archea branch, B: Bacteria branch, C: Eukaryota branch.



Setting of the Early Genetic Code

◮ Our estimation of a mesophilic LUCA and of a subsequent
parallel adaptation to thermophily results from a protein
content initially depleted in IVYWREL.

◮ [Fournier and Gogarten, 2007] have also recently proposed
that LUCA was depleted in IVYEW, which might be the
trace of the early genetic code structure.

◮ However, our interpretation in terms of adaptation to
thermophily has the advantage to explain both rRNA and
amino acid patterns.



Archean global temperatures

Figure: Global decreasing of ocean temperature over the last 3.5
billion of years [Robert and Chaussidon, 2006].



Bacteria Adaptation to Archean temperatures

Figure: Melting temperatures of resurected bacterial EFtu over the
last 3.5 billion of years [Gaucher et al., 2008]. Some models of Hadean
(< 3.5Gyr) temperature indicate a possible frozen ocean
[Nisbet and Sleep, 2001], [Kasting and Ono, 2006].



The Last Heavy Bombardment

Figure: Energy of meteoritic impact during the earth history
[Sleep et al., 1989].



The Forterre Hypothesis

Figure: Horizontal transfer of DNA management ability from several
viruses lineages to cellular organisms with RNA genomes
[Forterre, 2006]. DNA genomes are more thermostable than RNA
ones [Islas et al., 2003].
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